Software implementation of pulse-density modulation control for H-bridge series-resonant converters

Abstract. The paper presents an approach to the software implementation of pulse-density modulation (PDM) control for H-bridge series-resonant converters. The formation of pulse-density modulated control signals directly by a microcontroller makes it possible to avoid using many additional chips for the hardware implementation of PDM control. For this purpose, four control patterns and transactions between them are described. Moreover, the features of the organization PDM sequences in the source code of the microcontroller are discussed, and an algorithm for choosing control patterns and preparing timer registers is shown.

Introduction

Control methods play a very important role in voltage-source converters based on series-resonant inverters, which are widely used in devices for various purposes. In recent years, pulse-density modulation (PDM) control has been most commonly applied because of the ability to achieve soft-switching inverter operation (zero-voltage switching and quasi-zero current switching). However, PDM is more difficult to implement compared with other control methods such as pulse-frequency modulation (PFM), pulse-width modulation (PWM), phase-shift control (PSC), etc.

The core of modern control systems of transistor converters is usually a microcontroller (MCU) [1-4] or field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [5-7]. Both contemporary MCs (including digital signal processors) and FPGAs make it possible to create complex control systems with desired control methods and algorithms. Some authors prefer FPGAs due to their parallel operations [8, 9] (e.g. they can handle parallel inputs) or much more customizable architecture [10], while other authors prefer MCUs due to their much less programming complexity and good cost-effectiveness [11, 12].

The implementation of the PDM control method is more complex compared to control methods such as PWM, PSC, asymmetrical voltage cancellation, and, especially compared to PFM and asymmetrical duty cycle, where only two complementary signals are necessary. A common approach to PDM implementation is the generation of high-frequency control signals and one or two PDM envelope signals, which are applied to an AND-OR logic circuit, with the help of which the resulting control signals are formed [13, 14]. In the case of using an FPGA, all this can be implemented inside a chip [15], and in the case of using an MCU, as a rule, it is implemented externally [16, 17]. For modular converters with interleaved or stepped PDM controls [18] or extended PDM inverters [19], the use of an external logic block will require a large number of additional chips, which reduces the attractiveness of using MCUs.

To get the benefits of FPGA and MCU, as well as mitigate their drawbacks, both can be used in the same control system [20], but this approach is too expensive.

In this paper, the aim is to show software implementation of pulse-density control for H-bridge series-resonant converters. The paper is based on the results obtained in the implementation of PDM control in control systems from earlier publications [18], and [21-23]. Key contributions of this work include the following:

1) The presented software implementation of the traditional PDM control method requires only four control patterns described in the paper, which must be stored in the MCU.

2) The state diagram is shown for the proper transition between the control patterns, allowing the converter to operate with zero-voltage switching for any PDM sequence.

3) Such an approach in software implementation makes it possible to avoid using many additional chips for a hardware implementation of PDM control.

Control system of H-bridge series-resonant converter

A. System description

Fig. 1 shows a simplified circuit configuration of an H-bridge series-resonant converter. This configuration is the conventional H-bridge voltage-source inverter configuration. The DC input voltage \( V_d \) of the inverter can be supplied from a bridge rectifier, an active power converter, or another part of the converter, depending on its overall configuration. The connected resistor \( R \), inductor \( L \), and capacitor \( C \) form a series resonant circuit and are equivalent load parameters.

![Fig. 1. Conventional H-bridge voltage-source inverter](image)

B. Pulse-density modulation

Fig. 2 shows the PDM patterns of the traditional irregular PDM for a constant value \( \ell \)-value of 10) of the number of cycles of the output voltage period \( T_o \) during the duration \( T_M \) of PDM sequences; where \( \ell \) is the number of cycles of \( T_o \) within the duration \( T_M \), when the inverter acts as a square-wave ac-voltage source \( (v_o = \pm V_o) \), and \( \ell \) is the number of cycles of \( T_o \) within the duration \( T_M \) when the inverter acts as a zero-voltage source \( (v_o = 0) \).
PDM sequences can be represented by "1" and "0" sequences, which is convenient for describing them in the MCU source code; "1" means the inverter acts as a square-wave ac-voltage source, and "0" means the inverter acts as a zero-voltage source.

Control patterns

To avoid overlapping of transistors owing to recharging of their stray capacitances, it is necessary to provide dead time between control signals ($S_1$-$S_4$). For this reason, the control patterns of these signals must be different depending on the change of "1" and "0" in a PDM sequence.

Any PDM sequence with the desired PDM patterns can be formed with four control patterns for the following cases: "1" becomes "1", "1" becomes "0", "0" becomes "0", and "0" becomes "1". Thus, an MCU must implement the four patterns "a", "b", "c", and "d", which are shown in Fig. 3.

To implement the desired control patterns for the following $T_D$, they must be prepared (set to the desired values in the MCU timer registers responsible for generating control signals) at the current $T_D$. At the same time, there is a strict requirement to change the control patterns – the patterns being formed depend on the patterns that follow them.

So, for example, for the sequence “101” in the first $T_D$ (the first "1" in the sequence – Patterns "a" or "b"), the MCU must prepare Patterns "d" (not Patterns "c") for the next $T_D"0" in the sequence), because "0" is followed by "1". A state diagram showing the correct change in control patterns depending on the "1/0" sequences is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows an example of the relationship between choosing the control patterns from the "0/1" sequence in accordance with the state diagram in Fig. 4. Thus, it is impossible to get direct transitions between patterns "a" and "c", transitions from patterns "d" to "c" and from "b" to "a", which would lead to the overlap of transistors. In the meantime, the transitions shown in the stage diagram make it possible to avoid transistors' overlap.
Software implementation

For software implementation of PDM control, all PDM sequences have to be presented as “1/0” sequences. Fig. 6(a) shows the “1/0” sequences corresponding to the PDM sequences in Fig. 2.

The PDM sequence \((m; k) = (0; 10)\) can be excluded from the sequence list since it can be considered as turning off the inverter.

In order to choose the correct control patterns at the end of a sequence, it is necessary to know where the next sequence starts – will it be a “1” or a “0”? For this reason, a decision on the next sequence must be made at least one step before the end of the current sequence. On the other hand, it is possible to order the PDM sequences so that their patterns always begin with “1”. In such a way there is no need to know which PDM sequence will be the next, as it still starts from “1”. This allows making a decision about choosing the next sequence at the last iteration of the sequence, which essentially is more correct.

Fig. 6(b) shows the ordered PDM sequences of Fig. 6(a), so all sequences start with “1”.

The PDM sequence \((m; k) = (0; 10)\) can be excluded from the sequence list since it can be considered as turning off the inverter.

In order to choose the correct control patterns at the end of a sequence, it is necessary to know where the next sequence starts – will it be a “1” or a “0”? For this reason, a decision on the next sequence must be made at least one step before the end of the current sequence. On the other hand, it is possible to order the PDM sequences so that their patterns always begin with “1”. In such a way there is no need to know which PDM sequence will be the next, as it still starts from “1”. This allows making a decision about choosing the next sequence at the last iteration of the sequence, which essentially is more correct.

Fig. 6(b) shows the ordered PDM sequences of Fig. 6(a), so all sequences start with “1”. To simplify the selection of control patterns, they should be increased by one position, repeating the first position. The PDM sequence \((m; k) = (0; 10)\) was excluded.

In the case of using inconstant PDM control (\(k\)-value varies depending on PDM sequences) [21], an additional array with \(k\)-values is required; in the case of using PS-PDM control [22], only PDM sequences in the pulse-density range for 0.5 to 1 are used, and the same control signal patterns are needed.

Within the acting \(T_D\), the MCU must prepare timer registers for the next \(T_D\). To do this, an interrupt can be generated where all calculations will be made and the values of the timer register will be updated.

The algorithm of the MCU program inside this interrupt is as follows.

**Algorithm 1. Choosing control patterns and preparing timer registers**

1. \(\text{switch}(\text{“1/0” sequences [active seq.][counter]})\)
2. \(1\) if \((\text{“1/0” sequences [active seq.][counter + 1]}) = 1\)
   \(\text{Patterns} \leftarrow \text{“a”}\)
3. \(\text{else}\)
4. \(\text{Patterns} \leftarrow \text{“b”}\)
5. \(0\) if \((\text{“1/0” sequences [active seq.][counter + 1]}) = 1\)
   \(\text{Patterns} \leftarrow \text{“d”}\)
6. \(\text{else}\)
7. \(\text{Patterns} \leftarrow \text{“c”}\)
8. \(\text{Timer registers} \leftarrow \text{Values (Patterns, } T_D)\)
9. \(\text{counter} \leftarrow \text{counter + 1}\)
10. if \((\text{counter} = \text{max value [active seq.]})\)
11. \(\text{counter} \leftarrow 0\)
12. \(\text{active seq.} \leftarrow \text{new seq.}\)

The “counter” in the algorithm is a variable for determining the cycle number of \(T_D\).

Hardware implementation with MCU

For the software implementation of the previously described patterns, there are certain requirements for the MCU. The timer of the MCU must be able to generate 4 output signals with the ability to set the duration and start of the pulse separately for each signal. Or it should be possible to generate these signals by several synchronized timers of the MCU. Another requirement is a high clocking frequency of the timer/timers, which is caused by a strong change in the phase-shift between current and voltage at the output of the inverter as a result of a change in the duration of the period [23].

Based on previous results obtained with the implementation of PDM control in control systems from earlier publications [18, 21-23], one of the suitable MCUs for this task is the STM32 microcontrollers of the STM32F3, STM32G4, and STM32H7 microcontroller families, which have a high-resolution timer [24].

As an example of the hardware, Fig. 7. shows a block diagram of the control system for implementing PDM control based on the STM32G474 MCU from [21].

Fig. 7. Example of a hardware implementation of PDM control

In the general case, for the hardware implementation of PDM control, only two microcircuits are required – an MCU and a logic chip of the “AND” gates. However, a phase-locked loop system, which can also be implemented with the same MCU, requires additional components such as a D-type flip-flop [23]. Several op-amps are also needed to regulate the current or power of the inverter (feedback circuit).
The logic chip "AND" if desired, can be excluded. But it allows for simplifying the source code of the MCU and makes it possible immediately switch off all inverter transistors when necessary. Whereas in the case of using the sequence of (0;10) for switching off the transistors, it is necessary to wait for the end of the acting sequence.

Conclusions

This paper proposes a simple yet reliable method for software implementation of PDM control with an MCU for an H-bridge converter. It requires an MCU and a logic chip "AND" for hardware implementation, allowing to avoid the involvement of additional chips compared to the commonly used approach. For software implementation of PDM control, four control patterns must be stored in the source code of the MCU and organized transactions between them in the way described above. Based on the described features of the software implementation, the presented control signals patterns can be easily modified for enhanced PDM controls. In the case of the extended PDM-inverter, more control patterns are required, but the main principles of software implementation are the same.

The main advantage of this software implementation of PDM control with an MCU is its simplicity compared to using an FPGA; its disadvantage is the need for many timer channels in the case of modular PDM converters with interleaved or stepped PDM control methods.
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